.429 DE

.50 AE

MODEL: DE50-429SRMB

Shown with DEP50JHP300B
MSRP: $55 (20 rounds)

Shown with DEP429DE210JHP
MSRP: $55 (20 rounds)

DUAL DEAGLE
INTERCHANGEABLE CALIBERS

MODELS: DE50-429SRMB (STAINLESS)
DE50-429 (BLACK OXIDE)

.50 AE + .429 DE

7+1 ROUND

Barrel: 6”
Length O/A: 10.75”
Height: 6.25”
Slide Width: 1.25”
Weight: 4 lbs. 7 oz. (50 AE) / 4 lbs. 4.8 oz. (429 DE)
Sights: Combat Type, Fixed
Finish: Brushed Stainless Steel (DE50-429SRMB) /
Black Oxide (DE50-429)
Magazines: 2 - 7 rd

The Desert Eagle stainless Mark XIX pistol caliber combo pack! This multi-caliber package starts with
the mighty Desert Eagle pistol in all stainless steel, with accessory rail and integral muzzle brake. In addition, each set comes with two, 6” barrels; one chambered in powerful .50 Action Express, and a second
chambered in the hottest new magnum, .429 DE! This latest caliber for the Desert Eagle family achieves
unheard of performance, by mating a .44 caliber bullet with a bottlenecked .50 AE case. The result is a 25%
increase in velocity, and a 45% increase in muzzle energy over the 44 Magnum caliber.
The caliber combo set gives the shooter the best of both worlds, with a top-of-the-line stainless Desert
Eagle that can shoot either .50 AE or .429 DE from the same frame. Simply swap barrels to change between
the two most powerful cartridges ever offered in a Desert Eagle pistol!

MSRP: $2,714 (DE50-429SRMB) / $2,207 (DE50-429)
The Kahr Firearms Group family combines Kahr Arms, Magnum Research, and Auto-Ordnance, into a single American brand providing products of exceptional quality for the
discerning consumer. Kahr Arms is the original expert at making compact, semi-automatic pistols. The C, P, and K series handguns represent the best option for concealed
carry. Magnum Research Inc. produces the Desert Eagle, and BFR handguns. The recognized magnum handgun experts, Magnum Research also produces the ultralight, super
accurate SwitchBolt rimfire rifle. Auto-Ordnance manufactures a range of historical firearm reproductions, including the legendary Tommy Gun, 1911 pistol, and M1 Carbine.
All three brands make up the Kahr Firearms Group family of firearms.

Join us: @magnumresearchinc, @kahrfirearms, @auto_ordnance

MODEL: DE50-429

WWW.MAGNUMRESEARCH.COM
Magnum Research is part of Kahr Firearms Group.

